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Preliminary Consultation 

MONTGOMERY COUNTY HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION 

STAFF REPORT  

Address: 25 Montgomery Avenue, Takoma Park Meeting Date: 6/12/2024 

Resource: Non-Contributing Resource Report Date: 6/5/2024 

Takoma Park Historic District 

Public Notice: 5/28/2024 

Applicant: Steven Edminster 

(Bill Gunnulfsen, Agent) 

Review: HAWP Tax Credit: n/a 

Permit Number: 1070502 Staff: Dan Bruechert 

Proposal: Fence Installation 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

Staff recommends that the applicant make any revisions recommended by the Historic Preservation 

Commission (HPC) and return for a HAWP. 

ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION 

SIGNIFICANCE: Non-Contributing Resource within the Takoma Park Historic District 

STYLE: Queen Anne 

DATE: 1989 

Figure 1: The subject property was constructed on a subdivided lot in 1989. 
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PROPOSAL 

 

The applicant proposes to install a 6’ (six foot) tall fence.  

 

APPLICABLE GUIDELINES 

 

When reviewing alterations and additions for new construction to Contributing Resources within the 

Takoma Park Historic District, decisions are guided by the Takoma Park Historic District Design 

Guidelines (Design Guidelines) and Montgomery County Code Chapter 24A (Chapter 24A) and the 

Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation (The Standards).  Additionally, as a building 

located within the Takoma Old Town and Commercial Revitalization Area, Ordinance No. 2592 applies. 

 

Takoma Park Historic District Design Guidelines  

There are two very general, broad planning and design concepts which apply to all categories. These are:  

 

The design review emphasis will be restricted to changes that are at all visible from the public 

right-of-way, irrespective of landscaping or vegetation (it is expected that the majority of new 

additions will be reviewed for their impact on the overall district), and,  

 

The importance of assuring that additions and other changes to existing structures act to reinforce 

and continue existing streetscape, landscape, and building patterns rather than to impair the 

character of the district.  

 

Non-Contributing/Out-of-Period Resources should receive the most lenient level of design review.  Most 

alterations and additions to Non-Contributing/Out-of-Period Resources should be approved as a matter of 

course.  The only exceptions would be major additions and alterations to the scale and massing of Non-

Contributing/Out-of-Period Resources which affect the surrounding streetscape and/or landscape and 

could impair character of the district as a whole. 

 

Montgomery County Code, Chapter 24A Historic Resources Preservation  

          (a)     The commission shall instruct the director to deny a permit if it finds, based on the evidence 

and information presented to or before the commission that the alteration for which the permit is sought 

would be inappropriate, inconsistent with or detrimental to the preservation, enhancement or ultimate 

protection of the historic site or historic resource within an historic district, and to the purposes of this 

chapter. 

(b)     The commission shall instruct the director to issue a permit, or issue a permit subject to 

such conditions as are found to be necessary to insure conformity with the purposes and requirements of 

this chapter, if it finds that:            

(1)     The proposal will not substantially alter the exterior features of an historic site or historic 

resource within an historic district; or 

(2)     The proposal is compatible in character and nature with the historical, archeological, 

architectural or cultural features of the historic site or the historic district in which an historic 

resource is located and would not be detrimental thereto or to the achievement of the purposes of 

this chapter; or 

(d) In the case of an application for work on an historic resource located within an historic district, 

the commission shall be lenient in its judgment of plans for structures of little historical or design 

significance or for plans involving new construction, unless such plans would seriously impair the historic 
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or architectural value of surrounding historic resources or would impair the character of the historic 

district. (Ord. No. 9-4, § 1; Ord. No. 11-59.) 

 

Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation 

2. The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of historic 

materials or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be avoided. 

9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction will not destroy historic 

materials, features, and spatial relationships that characterize the property.  The new work 

shall be differentiated from the old and will be compatible with the historic materials, 

features, size, scale and proportions, and massing to protect the integrity of the property and 

its environment. 

10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken in such a 

manner that, if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic 

property and its environment would be unimpaired. 

STAFF DISCUSSION 

The subject property is a two-story Queen Anne-inspired house constructed in 1989 that is oriented 

toward Hickory Ave.  The lot was created by subdividing the lot at 32 Hickory Ave., resulting in a 

relatively deep, narrow lot.  The lot is currently enclosed by a 4’ (four foot) tall wood picket fence.  The 

applicant proposes to install a 6’ (six foot) tall wood board-on-board privacy fence from the area to the 

rear of the existing sidewalk along Montgomery Ave. to enclose the rear portion of the yard. 

 

 
Figure 2: Detailed aerial of the property with the proposed fence location shown in red.  The property to the west 

is an Outstanding Resource. 

The HPC typically limits fences forward of the rear wall plane to no more than 48” (forty-eight) inches 

tall forward of the rear wall plane and requires an open picket design.  The objective of this requirement is 

to maintain the open, park-like setting of the historic district.  In corner lots, like the subject lot, the 
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requirement is usually extended so that any fences do not create the appearance of a wall along the 

streetscape.   

 
Figure 3: Photo showing the existing fence along Montgomery Ave. 
 

The application identified two examples at corner lots where a solid 6’ (six foot) tall fence had been 

installed along the streetscape; one at 7200 Maple Ave., another at 316 Elm Ave. (a house inside the 

Takoma Park National Register District, but outside of the County-designated Master Plan District).  Staff 

found the 2010 HAWP application for the fence at 7200 Maple Ave., however, it did not provide 

significant analysis as to why Staff recommended approval aside from the fact that it was replacing an 

existing 6’ (six foot) tall fence; and the HPC subsequently approved it by consent.  Staff notes the fence at 

7200 Maple was limited to the rear of the historic rear wall plane, along Tulip Ave.  Staff’s incomplete 

survey of the historic district did identify two additional locations where a 6’ (six foot) tall fence was 

installed at a corner lot, along the street; one at 7118 Poplar Ave. and another at 49 Elm Ave.  Staff was 

unable to locate a HAWP record for these two properties.   

 

Staff finds the proposed 6’ (six foot) fence is incompatible with the open character of the existing 

streetscape and landscape—one of two planning/design principles identified in the Design Guidelines that 

apply to every category of resource within the historic district.  As identified above, Staff finds the 

character of a board-on-board or alternating board 6’ (six foot) tall fences can create the appearance of a 

solid wall at the sidewalk along the south side of Montgomery Ave.  Staff also notes that the proposed 

fence would obscure a portion of the view of 19 Montgomery Ave., an Outstanding Resource in the 

historic district (see Fig. 4., below).  Staff finds that, as a HAWP, this proposal would satisfy the 

requirements of 24A-8(a), which requires the HPC to deny a HAWP application where the proposal is 

inconsistent or incompatible with the character of the resource and is detrimental to the district’s 

preservation.   
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Figure 4: The northwest corner of the subject property with 18 Montgomery Ave. in the background (photo from 

2012 showing previous accessory structure). 

Staff encourages the applicant to consider planting a vegetative screening along the fence line which, 

depending on the species of bush/shrub selected, could provide a visual barrier to the applicant’s rear 

yard.  No HAWP or additional HPC review would be required.  The additional greenery could serve to 

reinforce the district’s overall park-like setting.   

 

In the alternative, the HPC could acknowledge the small yard size due to the lot subdivision and consider 

other types of fence installation that would help to provide some additional screening while avoiding the 

appearance of a 6’ (six foot) wall along the property line.  A 4’ (four-foot) tall solid or alternating board 

fence, with a 2’ (two-foot) lattice topper might provide enough of a see-through appearance for the HPC 

to find the fence’s appearance did not detract from the character of the district as a whole and could 

justify approval under the Design Guidelines.  The HPC could also identify another fence design that 

would allow for increased privacy, but include some gaps between the boards (often identified as “semi-

privacy” fences).  Staff provides several examples of this category of fence to foster a discussion during 

the hearing and does not take a position as to the design’s appropriateness. 
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Figure 5: Examples of semi-privacy wood fences. 

Staff request feedback from the HPC on the following: 

• Does the HPC concur with Staff’s finding that the proposed fence along Montgomery Ave. and 

along the western property line is incompatible with the character of the district? 

• Does the HPC find a 6’ (six foot) tall, semi-private fence could be installed along Montgomery 

Ave. without detracting from the character of the district as a whole? 

• Does the HPC find that vegetative screening is the only method of providing privacy to the 

western portion of the subject property? 

 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

 

Staff recommends the applicant makes any revisions recommended by the HPC and returns for a HAWP. 
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22 Montgomery Avenue Takoma Park MD 20912

20 Montgomery Avenue Takoma Park MD 20912

24 Hickory Avenue Takoma Park MD 20912

28 Hickory Avenue Takoma Park MD 20912
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Marc Elrich
 County Executive

Rabbiah Sabbakhan 
Director

HISTORIC AREA WORK PERMIT APPLICATION 

Application Date: 5/14/2024

Application No: 1070502
 AP Type: HISTORIC 

 Customer No: 1379911

2425 Reedie Drive, 7th Floor. Wheaton. MD 20902. (240)777-0311. (240)777-6256 TTY
 

www.montgomerycountymd.gov/dps

 

DEPARTMENT OF PERMITTING SERVICES
 
 

Comments
Located at the corner of Montgomery and Hickory Avenues, 25 Montgomery Ave is situated on a long and narrow lot that affords us little privacy, particularly
along the back side of our house on the Montgomery Ave side. A higher fence would help and is in keeping with the neighborhood streetscape.

 
 
Affidavit Acknowledgement
The Homeowner is the Primary applicant 

 This application does not violate any covenants and deed restrictions
 
 
Primary Applicant Information

Address 25 Montgomery AVE
 Takoma Park, MD 20912

Homeowner Edminster (Primary)
 
 
Historic Area Work Permit Details
Work
Type

ALTER

Scope of
Work

Replace a portion of our existing fence with a taller fence on the back and side yard property lines with our neighbors. The higher fence would also
extend along a portion of our property line with Montgomery Ave to our home's entrance.
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